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Newark Traffic Sign Painter
Reproducing Lincoln Portrait

Charles H. Wohihflld, the manwho paints "Danger—Go Slow"
signs for Newark streets, went fast
on a pen-and-ink reproduction of
a Lincoln portrait to have it com-
pleted in time for the Great Eman-
cipator's birthday.
The portrait, copied from a news-

paper reproduction of a photograph
of Lincoln made five days before
his death, has caught much of the
tired expression, heavy lines and
patience of the President's face.
The sketch took more than 100

hours of evening work at Wohl-
bold's home, 209 Clinton place
Newark. During the day he works
at the police shop at Lafayette and

I

Congress streets, preparing hun-
dreds of street signs, markers and
figures. By a new system of screen
stencilling he is able to turn out
signs much faster and at con-
siderably less expense than in for-
mer years.

Radio cars, for example, can be
stencilled with their triangular seal

in about a minute with the screen-
ing device. Wohlbold is now ex-
perimenting with a new type of
aluminum leaf* paint for traffic
markers. He says the reflecting
qualities of the aluminum are much
higher than those of the old cat's
eye reflectors.

In his spare time, Wohlbold has
turned out several other pen-and-
ink sketches, including one of a
graceful stone bridge in Mon-
tenegro. He has completed several
oil paintings and is now finishing an
oil study of his small daughter.
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